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of existence.
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"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data

of experience are perceptions.

Reality

the

Trxjth

is

sum

total of all that

which are not

in

and morally lad are those
harmony with the AH, i. e those which retard or

[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced

At the same time

obvious that absolute existence

is

it

is

impossible

Reality

is

to
it

(in fact

properly called Wirk-

German, derived from wirken, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-

lichkeit in

ness of things in their relations.

Reality therefore implies not

only existence, but the manifestation of existence also.

and

its

manifestation are not two different things

The

idea of something absolutely

untenable
istence

it

;

not manifested

is

ohne VVirklichkeit

Science

is

— which

e.

,

;

Existence

both are one.

Unknowable is therefore

would imply the existence
i.

also

whose

of an object

existence without reality

;

ex-

Sein

a contradiction, an impossibility.]

is

is
is

the

economy

of thought.

(Mach.)

possible through application of the

laws of form to thought.

Knowledge

is

The

object of Science

to say,

is

the present stock or capital with

Science cannot exist without' knowledge.
not only to increase and enlarge knowl-

edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-

and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that

ness, errors,

of increasing our

power over

nature. ]

Monism

is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of Alland the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the

existence,

All.

Religion

is

man's aspiration

to

be in harmony with the

All.

[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of

Open Cou.t, but

The

definitions that have been presented are in
Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lutheran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
JurchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more comprehensive word The All).
The editor has defined Religion as
" man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
strict

all

agreement.

Allgefiihl

superstitious notions in the world, of

its

The

unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for

the union of Religion and Science, and opens a

new

vista of pro-
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in

the individual
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HYPNOTISM AND MODERN PSYCHOLOGY.*
BV DR.

In

my

JOURNAL,

of Conciliating Religion with Science.

J.

19,

1889.

time, are for the most part reducible to simple laws

derived from the principles of ordinary physiology and

LUYS.

recent researches upon the subject of hyp-

that,

more

main the gen-

particularly, they are in the

notism, the results of which have been presented in

eralized and amplified expression of those

the form of cHnical lectures lately delivered at the

of

Hospital of Charity, Paris,

I

have propounded two

principal points as the object of inquiry

To bring together in synthetic shape the main
phenomena of hypnotism giving them a more precise
;

and studying them in pursuance
methods regularly employed by the pathology
to-day, with a view to establishing their proper

classificator}' form,

of the

classification

within the boundaries of neurological

science.
2. To point out the close relations that unite
phenomena of hypnotism with the phenomena

the
of

mental pathology properly so-called; by showing that
in hypnotized patients the principal morbid indications
of psychical diseases can be experimentally induced,
and illusions, sensorial and emotional hallucinations,
delirious notions, and even irresistible impulses in the
experimental form of suggestions, created

These are the new
only

I

wish

facts, to the

at will.

existence of which

and which I intend
" Lecons Cliniques, etc." with

to point in this place,

to develop, in

my work

the greater particularity their nature merits.

With regard

to

the

first

object of inquiry

pro-

must be stated that I have confirmed the
majority of phenomena, both physical and psychical,
hitherto recorded by scientists who have studied the
subject of hypnotism, and I find that there are in this
department of research a certain number of acquired
pounded,

it

truths that

may be

justly regarded as the foundations

proper of a science of modern hypnotism.

To

the researches already recorded

results of

enabled

numerous experiments

me

to

of

throw quite a new

my

upon

have thus, in the order of things purely physiodemonstrated the serial relation of the various
hypnotic states to be merely the successive phases of
a single evolutionary process.
I have shown that the
state of hypnotism is essentially characterized by the
obscuration of certain faculties and the compensatory
exaltation of other faculties, and that thus the abolition of the consciousness of the exterior world
for
example, the abolition of cutaneous sensibility inducing hypersesthesia of muscular and optical sensibility
I

logical,

—

incites a hyper-physiological exaltation of the faculties
of

memory and imagination

etc.

;

In the province of things that relate

to

psychic

have been able to adduce in
evidence a series of new phenomena, towards which
our experimentalists have hitherto not directed their
investigations.
I have thus been able to show that the
emotive regions of the brain, at the wish of the hypnotizer, and by means of certain technical methods,
can be separately aroused and made to exhibit their
most varied modes of manifestation and that the
psychological unity of the living individual can be
divided in two, thus being able to bring about a veritable doubling of sensations and psychical acts so as to
The
produce, right and left, antagonistic emotions.
activity, accordingly,

I

;

right side of the individual, for instance, yielding to

an emotion of joy and the

left

side reacting in the

opposite sense.*

I can add the
own, that have

light

bors of
science.

:

1.

of

phenomena

and dynamogeny with which the laBrown-Sequard have enriched contemporary

inhibition

certain

obscure points of the physiology of the nervous centres.

have employed particular pains to demonstrate
phenomena of hypnotism, however
suspicious and wonderful they may appear to persons
who are brought face to face with them for the first
I

the fact that the

* Translated from advance sheets, furnished by the kindness of the pub" Lecons Cliniques sur les principaux phenoJ. Luys's new work
mines de V Hypnotisme^' (George Carrot Paris), with the permission of the

have been able, in this way, to adduce the fact,
is a whole class of phenomena which are ordinarily attributed to psychical activity and which, in
reality, are nothing but operations automatically and
I

that there

And in the order of events that
unconsciously arising.
relate to the innermost, basic acts of will, I have, in
connection with the theory of suggestion, made plain,
is very small, and

that the part of conscious activity
that, inversely, the part of

automatic activities

is

great.

lishers, of Dr.

my

Recherches sur le dicioubiement des operations cerebrates
tributions to the Acadimie de Midecine, 1879.
*

See

:

coi.-

THE OPKN
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have above adduced are precise and inphenomena, as firmly established for
science, as any recorded by contemporaneous phys-

The

facts

In certain depressive forms of general paralysis

I

controvertible

iology,

COURT.

whether

study of the circulatory system,
And it is not

in the

atomic patients, slow of motion, a special condition
of the muscular fibre is furthermore observed, which
represents, to a certain extent, the origin of certain phein

or the digestive or locomotory system.

nomena

without surprise that we see the present generation of
physiologists (kept back by questions of technical and

limbs be seized and raised, we will find that they re-

mechanical bearing) remain inactive and immobile
at the threshold of this new field of inquiry, which they
regard with mysteVious mistrust and of which they do

that they are flexible and that they rest for a greater or

not even seek to pass the outer boundaries.

Beyond these psychical states, which are so strange
and which form a common ground upon which the
tranquil paralytic and the lucid somnambulist meet,
there is still a whole series of psychopathical manifestations which may be called forth at will in all hyp-

With regard to the second object of

inquiry, namel}',

the relations of hypnotic states with those of mental

pathology,
itself,

to

have striven, as occasion has presented

I

show the characteristic connections

that unite

chiefly in the somnambulistic state that the

points of contact are the most expressive and the most

manifold.

I

find, in fact,

nothing that more resembles

the tranquil, general paralytic than a hypnotic subIt is the
at the stage of lucid somnambulism.
same unconsciousness of situation and environment
the same " credivity," or proneness to believe.
Both somnambulist and paralytic know not where
Ask them what the day of the week, or what
they are.

ject

the hour of the day
the other.
that

is

The

—they

have no idea

of the

one or

paralytic readily believes everything
In the asylum to

told him.

or wherein he

is

which he

sequestered, you

may

is

tell

brought,

him with

home, that he has bought the
and a few hours afterwards will
explain to you the schemes of embellishment that he
Tell him that he is general, secintends to carry out.
retary of state, or minister-plenipotentiary, and he
will passively accept these new marks of distinction.
The faculty, moreover, of changing one's personality,
which may be so easily developed in hypnotized subjects, can, in the paralytic also, be developed with .extreme facility. Thus suggestions of every sort maybe
put into his mind, and, however absurd they are, they
impunity that he

property.

He

their attitudes like genuine

If

the subjects'

cataleptic patients,

shorter length of time in the positions they have been
placed.

Thus

notic subjects.

it

will

be seen that illusions,

and emotional hallucinations, which constitute the essential characteristics of insanity, may be
provoked, at the will of the experimenter, in all hypnotic subjects.
We may produce in them fixed ideas,
delirious conceptions, which we can cause to continue
after their awakening, and with which, in the form of
suggestions grafted in their inner self, they can live,
without knowing whence the notions came.
Without further enumerating all the varied marks
of factitious and transitory alienation that can be produced in hypnotized subjects, we shall yet recall the
fact that the entire class of impulsive acts which are
met with among persons suffering from hallucination,
can be artificially reproduced in persons hypnotized,
accompanied, too, by those typical marks of violence
in movement and of swiftness in execution that are
the characteristic signsof all acts performed by lunatics.
We have here facts that were unknown an unexsensorial

the one with the other.
It is

tain

the state of catalepsis.

of

is at

assents,

—

pected collocation of data, that despite the expressions of skepticism that they will call forth in con-

temporary
a

new

of

none the less destined to throw
upon the various questions, still so obscure,

circles, are

light

mental pathology.

It is

indeed natural to believe

that by giving these inquiries, which at present rest

germinate there because all consciousness is absent, over-clouded, and set out of place by the fact of
the ruin of the organic substratum that supports it.
The tranquil paralytic and the lucid somnambulist,

upon data so uncertain and conventional, an actual
foundation, wider and more firmly established by
uniting them by more rigid bonds with the life of the
organic substratum that supports them that we shall
thus connect them more rigorously with the normal

when they speak and

operations of the

will

reply to questions put them, are

but illusory appearances of that which, from a ps3'chical
point of view, they in reality are.

They have both

;

—

life of

We

the brain.

shall thus

be

in a fair

way

parates

psychopathical symptoms from the cerebral

to

fill

that great gap that at present se-

conception of surrounding
things; they are both unconscious of what is going on,
are credulous, have lost their memory, and they live

mechanisms

mercy of the automatic activities of their brain,
which lead them to the most unexpected decisions,

generation of alienist phj'sicians, that aside from these

without the slightest conscious participation on the part

be,

lost their spontaneity, their

at the

of their psychic personality

which has disappeared.

The
logical;

that serve as their support.

futureof mental pathology

and

I

is,

in that direction,

cannot too often repeat

it

to the rising

natural and truly physiological roads there

is,

and

will

nothing but confusion and idle discussion.
In the

domain

of

medical jurisprudence,

too,

new

THE OPEN
problems thus result, with which the judicial authorities and medical experts will have to reckon
and I
have considered, in its main aspects, the moral responsibility of hypnotized individuals.
Of not less importance is the therapeutic application
that can be made in the treatment of certain chronic
diseases of the nervous system, either by fascination
or suggestion, which prove to be agents of great
therapeutic power.
;

We

are thus led to say, that

modern hypnotism,

as

created by the labors of Braid and our contemporaries,
as well in

France as

other countries,

in

now

repre-

sents a series of researches of a scientific character
sufficiently certain to justify

it

claiming a legitimate

in

domain of neurological
Hypnotism, at the present day,

place in the

It

period of

in a

is

is

men

as

modern astronomy long

in

the guise of astrology, captivating their imagina-

tions

by the

assumption

false

minds

lived in the

of

of

an occult power, seek-

ing the mysterious relations between the acts of their

destiny and certain conjunctions of the stars; just as

modern chemistry,

human

that triumphant conquest of the

pretended power

tism

its

transmutation of metals and

of

search for the philosopher's stone
illogical

men by

long ruled the minds of

intellect,

;

so too,

it

its

not

is

assume, that the recent studies of hypno-

to

— which, in like manner, plunges

roots into the

its

depths of that peculiar property of humanity, the belief in

the mysterious

— may also have,

in the

measure

comprehended and better inquired

that they are better

We

cannot, indeed, regard
movement is being made.
without wonder the recent practices that, by mastering
the dynamics of the central regions of the nervous sys-

tem, are able to produce in the living individual psychical states which disconcert, by their strangeness,
prefer to regard them rather as
phenomena experimentally prothat there are, here, new forces come

who

the uninitiated,

impositions than as

We

voked.

feel

and that these mysterious forces are destined to awaken a deep echo not only in the domain
of common psychology but also in that of mental pathology upon which entirely new lights are being brought
into play

to bear.

The

therapeutical deducti5ns -derivable from these

studies further engage the mind, by showing the

new

unknown

ner-

forces, the effects of which are in certain cases
destined to produce really miraculous cures.

vous

There

here,

is

These researches have passed from their period of
agglomeration, where their results were a mass of inquired facts

;

They

constitute a synthesis of ac-

they have become solidified; and, having

number

as capital a definite

of given data, verified

by

incontrovertible therapeutic applications, they present

themselves, in their turn, to the world of science and

demand

the rights of citizenship.

Miracle-workers, sorcerers, magnetizers,

throughout the ages were their

first

etc.,

incarnation

who

— are

not they to these studies what the alchemists and the

modern chemistry and modern

astrologers were to

astronomy

;

that

is

to sa)', their true

unconscious pre-

recorded,

love to think that they will

tinies as their predecessors,

fulfill

the

same

des-

and that despite the sup

pressed or loudly-uttered suspicions of circles closed

and opposed to new ideas they also will come to pass
through, by virtue of their own force, their natural

At present a mere laborer of the dawning day, I shall
be content to contribute my work to the common acquisitions that a number of chosen contemporary
minds have gathered, and to follow in the same path as
And I wish for these brilliant and engaging
they.
studies the success that they merit, hoping to see them
attain an honorable career for the human mind and a
useful one for suffering humanity.
P.\Ris, i88q.

THE RECANTATION OF COUNCILLOR CARTER
OF VIRGINIA.
BY MONCURE

In his History of

St.

D.

CONW.W.

Mark's Parish, Dr. Slaughter,

historiographer of the diocese of Virginia, says of the
first

Carter of that state, "

would

this

fill

book."

A

chart of his descendants

From 1669, when that patriarch
when one of his descendants fills

(John) died, to 1889,
the presidential chair, the Carter family-tree has borne
famous fruits. Robert Carter, son of John, was the
great

"King

estates.

Carter," administrator of

the

Fairfax

This Robert's grandson. Councillor Carter of
a man of genius,
He was perhaps the

Nomony, was
thropist.

a scholar, a philanfirst

Virginian

carried his antislavery sentiments to the

who

extent of

manumitting his slaves, an event which, considering
the grandeur of his estate on the Potomac, was of
tremendous importance. I have read in the records
of Westmoreland County (i 792-1 793) his manumissions of 49 negroes the remainder were bequeathed
;

liberty, as certain legal conditions

eration of

evolution.

In France,

new

to

—

cursors?
I

repeat, a whole world of

I

be interpreted, and to be
weighed in estimation of their value. These will be
the secrets of the physiology of the twentieth century.
facts to be

into, a destiny similar to that of their predecessors.

coherent materials.

1837

applications of those transferences of

science.

emerging, now, from the nebulous
phases which have veiled its remote origin.
And just

transition.

COURT.

and

in

other countries,

the

onward

all.

He

prevented the

lib-

dwelt in the neighborhood of the

Washingtons and Lees, was respected

for his charactt

r
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and admired for his humor, but his rehgious experience
was attributed to eccentricit}-.
At what period the freethinking spirit began to
pervade the Old Virginia gentry, it is difficult to say.
They seem to have brought it from William and Mary
College.
This institution which was a grand one
while Harvard was yet small, developed a rationalism
similar to that in later generations

Harvard.

associated with

Edmund

Randolph, our first Attorney-General, says that his early deism was partly due to two
clerical instructors at William and Mary.
Among
those so influenced were Jefferson, Chancellor Wythe,
John Randolph, also Bishop Madison, whose rational
ism was not resented so harshly as that of Bishop
Colenso in our own time. Robert, or "Councillor"
Carter, was a fine scholar, and a very influential man
and for every phase of his faith he became a zealous
apostle, in his way. For some years now I have been
coming across letters written by gentlemen in the
Northern Neck of that period, anxiously discussing
;

the teachings of Swedenborg, and could never explain

them

mass of Carter
papers (now in possession of Mr. W. R. Benjamin of
New York), I came across the following document,
which represents the earliest adoption of Swedenborg's
teachings which I have been able to find in America.
until recently.

In looking over a

The paper

is throughout in Robert Carter's own bold
and clear writing, although he appears as if reporting
another person.
This arises, no doubt, from his habit
of writing legal documents in which he had to speak

of himself as a

ing,
is
y'^

is

also in Councillor Carter's writ-

given, like the subjoined paper, literally.

as follows:

— "Some circumstances

It

occurring from

day of May 1777 to the b*-^ of September 1778.
Rob' Carter of Nomony Hall."
" In the 4g'h year of Robert Carter's age, he relyed

31='

relative to

—

on a negative Righteousness to justify Mankind to
Jehovah he supposing that the Bible was a human
Work for temporary advantages
that R. C. on the
12"^ day of June, A. D. 1777, at the House of Henrietta Maria Ford, Widow, in S. Mary's County in the
Province of Maryland, renounced the heresy mentioned
above, and he then declared that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God. It is expected that fhe two opinions
mentioned above will appear to Persons, who have not
experienced Divine Chastisment for the Sin of Unbelief or transgression, to be delusion or fickleness
Reader you then stand as Nicodemus stood, when he
denied the possibility of a second birth, that is a birth
into Righteousness
or faith in the Lord Jesus Christ
and Love to his Neighbour. Let it be remembered
that the same Nichodemus a Ruler of the Jews, and
master of Israel, a private Disciple of the Lord's,
brought a Mixture to embalm his Body, according to
;

—

—

—

manner of the Jews. Nichodemus, after the Passion,
was baptized by a Disciple of Christ's, for which he,
Nichodemus, was deposed from the dignity of a Senator, excommunicated and driven out of Jerusalem
Gamaliel conveyed him to his County house and supported him during life and buried him honourably by
S' Stephen's Tomb.
"Saturday, the 31^' day of May 1777 Doctor Gustavus Brown* attended at Mrs. Ford's House mentioned above who inoculated R. Carter, John Tasker
Carter, his Son, Priscilla Carter and Nancy Carter, two
daughters of R. C.
and Negro Sam, his Servant.
the

:

—

—

—

Sunday, the
R.

of June,

8'*'

came

Carter,

to

Frances Carter wife of

M"^^-

Mrs.

Ford's house

—

— R.

C.

the

same day had a Fever Heat indicating that the inoculation was effectual
Saturday the 28''^ June M"F. Carter and John Tasker Carter left Mrs. Ford's
house to return to Virg^
two Doctors, G. Brown,

—

—

Reader, Mrs. Ford, and Miss Peggy, y^ daughter of
Mrs. Ford, each and every one diligently attendmg

mentioned before, the time they remained in Maryland, who embarked on board a Boat
on Thursday the 3 day of July 1777 they to return
to Nomony-Hall in Westmoreland County in Virginia.
the strangers

—

Nomony-Hall

Noonf

1777

— R.

the 4"' of July after 7 o Clock
Carter informed his family, that for-

merly he had not called them together to hear read,
parts of the Holy Bible, and to talk about fundamental
Christian Doctrines
so that Hearers, each and every
one, may exam in whether they had experienced similar Exercises
and R. C. notified that the like order
:

—

"party."

The endorsement,

COURT.

;

should be continued daily,

Day

til it

should be forbidden. J

—

September 1778 R. Carter
attended divine worship at the house of
Brown,
widow, onTotuskey Creek, § in Richmond County, Virginia
that Lewis Lunsford and John Sutton two
Lord's

—

the 6'^ of

;

baptist ministers then present, that according to their

Church

order, R. Carter informed the Congregation

that he desired to

who

Christ,

is

y^

become a Disciple of the Lord Jesus
Son of God because he, R. C, be-

—

that Jesus Christ in his State of Humiliation

lieveth

possessed a full and perfect Righteousness

—

;

thatifthe

Lord had not assumed human nature that a total Damnation was, at that time, at hand and threatened every
Creature, but now it is not so for the Lord came into
the World, to subdue the Hells that are in US, and to

—

—

—

Manhood so that Man may re-pent that is,
may have Faith in God, may forsake his evil habits,
measurably, and he may live a good Life: No Person
glorify his

he

—

*

Rose

This physician w
Hill,

Port

Toba

eminent instructor of medical pupils at his bo
Md. He attended Washington (long his pers

in

friend) at death.
t

Meaning probably

tThe

" forenoon."

remote regions heresy might

On
Nomony
§

was not yet passed
be interfered with.

statute of religious liberty
still

in Virginia,

and

in

the northern side of the Rappahannock, about 20 miles S. K. from
Hall.

THE OREN
did forbid baptism, and Elder Lewis Lun'-ford plunged
R.

C,

into the water of Totuskey, R. C. doth declare

was no Cross
rejoicing on his way."

that the baptism

Home

him, that he returned

to

COURT.

we are now touching upon
mechanism of attention,

The fundamental

land as with the Baptists.

The memory
passed away.

I

seems proper

to

dwell

movements

in

atten-

role of the

maintain the appropriate state of consciousBut as this is a question of
ness and to reinforce it.
to

is,

mechanism, it will be preferable to approach the
problem from its physiological side, by an inquiry into
what takes place in the brain, in its double capacity of
an intellectual and a motory organ.
1. As an intellectual organ the brain serves as substratum to perceptions (in sensorial attention), images,
and ideas (in reflection). By hypothesis, the nervous
elements that act will furnish, on an average, a
superior work.

Attention certainly causes an intense innervation,

numerous experiments of psychomwhich it plays a part. "An active idea," says
Maudsley, "is accompanied by a molecular change in
the nervous elements, which is propagated either along
as proved by the

etry, in

of the Councillor's love of liberty

has

manuastonished Westmorelanders in

recently read aloud his acts of

mission to a group of

the essential feature of the
it

awhile upon the subject.
tion

The Baptists were above all other religionists unchurched and persecuted in Virginia, and perhaps the
Councillor could in no other way have so nearly followed his newly found Lord, who went down to be
baptized by the half-clad Forerunner.
The Baptists
appear to have embraced his new views, and he built
a chapel for them near Nomony Hall.
Bishop Meade
intimates that he became a "papist" before his death,
but it is probable that this arose from the Catholicity
of his new faith.
In the absence of any church representing his own convictions he, no doubt, sought for
points of sympathy with his Catholic friends in Mary-

1839

House. At Nomony I found that the little
chapel he built had disappeared it is remembered by
a few as a commonplace Baptist meeting-house, under
the name of
Little Bethel. "
Probably only the readers of the old paper here reprinted will understand
what "Bethel" signified to its noble builder. It is
sufficiently pathetic to think of that scholar trying, by
whatever round of the ladder at hand Baptist or
Catholic to ascend to the vision shining above his
their Court

;

'

'

—

—

the sensory nerve to

its

periphery,

or,

not so

if

any rate to the sensory ganglion, the
which is thereby increased. The result

of this

gation of molecular action to the ganglion
different

muscles

in

is

connection with the affected sense

are put into a certain tension by reflex action, and

thereby increase the feeling of attention, in accordance
with the law that associated feelings strengthen one
another."* Attention, according to Hartmann, "consists in material vibrations of the nerves," in a nerve-

current,

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF ATTENTION.*
BY TH. RIBOT.

SPONTANEOUS ATTENTION.

In the first place, it inaugurates the movements
accompany perceptions, images, or ideas after
wards, these movements, which frequently are intense,
return to the brain by way of the muscular sense as
sensations of movements; the latter increase the
quantity of available energy, which on the one hand
role.

that

the

now determine

movements

in attention.

the real part sustained

Up

limited ourselves to describing
cipal ones

;

we

in its clearest

to this point

them

now prepared

are

and simplest terms

—

to

b}'

we have

at least the prin-

put the question

:

Are the movements of the face, the bodj', and the
limbe,- and the respiratory modifications that accompany attention, simply effects, outward marks, as is
usually supposed ?
Or, are they, on the contrary,
the necessary conditions,

the constituent elements, the

indispensable factors of attention

we accept

the second thesis.

Without hesitation

?

Totally suppress move-

for the

time being

we

are in a position

only partially to establish the point maintained (the

study of voluntary attention, reserved for an other
chapter, will
* Translation,

Attention."

show
by

yv'Kv,

it

to us in a

new

copyrighted under the

aspect),
title

*'

;

serves to maintain or to reinforce consciousness, and,
on the other, returns to its original starting-point in
the form of a fresh movement.
In this

manner

still

since

The Psychology

of

there

is

a constant going

and com-

ing from centre to periphery, from periphery to centre,
and from the strengthened centre again to periphery,
etc.

The

intensity of consciousness

is

but the sub-

jective expression of this complicated work.

suppose that

ments, and 3'ou totally suppress attention.

Although

propa-

that the

which, traversing the sensible nerves, proceeds from centre to periphery.t But there is another
element of equal importance.
2. As a motor organ the brain plays a complex

lonely pillow.

We must

far, at

sensibility of

this state

ganic conditions,

But

to

could last without these or-

an untenable hypothesis, comall that experience teaches
spectator at the Opera, who is
is

pletely in disaccord with

The

us.

bored

naive

at the unintelligibility of the music, is all atten-

*Loc.

cit., p. 313.

t Philosophie de

f

i

Ml.

Kolen. Vol

1.

p. 145

;

Vol.

II, p.
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when a sudden change of scenery occurs
when the visual impression has produced an

tion

;

that

is,

instan-

COURT.

ing

among each

other as well by their peculiar qualities

as by their physical concomitants.

taneous adaptation of the eyes and the whole body.
Without this organic convergence the impression
" The difference between atwould rapidly vanish.

well-defined,

tention and voluntary

physical modifications, then

movement," saysWundt, "conpreponderant reaction upon the

sists essentially in the

sensitive parts (the original source of the performance).

In voluntary movement,

the main direction of the

central excitation

is toward the muscles; in attention,
the muscles only act in conjunction with subordinate,

sympathetic movements

"
;

* or, in

other terms, a reflec-

movements is produced. Finally, in the words
Maudsley, we may declare the mechanism of atten-

tion of
of

tion to be:

"first,

tional track either

representation

;

the excitation of the proper idea-

by external presentation or internal

secondly, the intensification of

its

en-

ergy by the increment of stimulus resulting from the
proper motor innervation thirdly, a further intensification of energy by the subsequent reaction of the
;

more active perceptive centre upon the motor factor
the interplay of sensory and motor factors augmenting the activity up to a certain hmit."t
If, accordingly, we compare the ordinary state with
the state of attention, we find in the former weak representations, and but few movements
but in the
latter, a vivid representation, energetic, and convergent movements, and moreover repercussion of the
movements produced. It matters little, whether this
;

last addition

be conscious or not consciousness does
not perform the operation ; it simply profits by it.
It

:

may perhaps be

reaction of the

produced

state

pression, then

is

it is

here maintained

:

the brain,

still

there

either, attention

effect of'the

it is first

it is

the cause and after-

movements.

Still, 1 do not wish to choose between these three
hypotheses which have a purely logical and dialectic
import, but rather to put the question otherwise.
In

the above-stated form the problem

is thoroughly imappearing to be so with that
traditional dualism, of which psychology finds it so
difficult to rid itself
and the problem is reduced, in
effect, to the question, whether in attention the soul first

— without

—

;

upon the body or the body upon the soul. This
enigma is not for me to solve. To the eye of physioacts

logical

*

The point

inward event it is a concrete
psycho physiological complex. Take our spectator at the opera.
Abstract from him the adaptation
of eyes, head, body, limbs, changes of respiration and
cerebral circulation, etc., and the conscious or unconscious reaction of all these phenomena upon the
brain and that which is left of the original whole,
thus despoiled and emptied, is no longer attention. If
anything remain, it is an ephemeral state of consciousness, the shadow of that which has been.
We hope
that this example, however far-fetched it may seem,
will better contribute to an understanding of this point
than long disquisitions.
The motory manifestations
:

state, a

;

are neither effects nor causes, but elements

;

together

with the state of consciousness, which constitutes
their subjective side, they are attention.

The

reader, however,

more than

is

not to regard this as any-

rough outline, or provisional view,
that will be completed later on.
Thus, we have not
spoken of the feeling of effort, because it is very rare in
spontaneous attention, if met with at all.
But the
part sustained by the movements is sufficiently imthing

a

portant to justify repeated investigations of the subject.
(

Zij bt

continued.)

»

RETROGRESSION IN ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE

psychology there exist only internal

states, differ-

Physiohgische Psychologie, pp. 723-724 of

not found in the following editions.
+ Loc. cit., p. 316.

Tliis

passage

LIFE.*

BY AUGUST WEISMANN.

We

have seen that phenomena

of retrogression

hnd

their explanation in a sort of negative natural selec-

But

tion.

it is

further manifest that an organ can de-

use depends

generate only in those conditions where

its

upon an actual

where

activity of the organs,

In vision, chemical

it

is

in-

changes

take place in the retina of the eye, perhaps, too, in the
optic nerves

— changes that

longer exposed to the

cease

when

the eye

is

no

In flying, an energetic

light.

metamorphosis of tissue takes place in the muscles that
work the wings, and this metamorphosis also ceases

when

the bird ceases to use

its

wings.

Accordingly,

and the muscles here, must
be retrogressively affected so soon as non-use sets in.
But why should it affect the anther of one flower
that its pollen does or does not get into the stigma of
certain parts of the eye

another,

different

flower

?

No

interactive influence

brought to bear. And yet we find cases where
androgynous flowers have returned to the original sephere

i

attention.

it is

that attention does not exist in

fluenced, so to speak.

pregnated

strong, stable,

If it is

abstracto, as a purely

(the state of

the cause of the movements, or

the effect of the same, or

wards the

the intellectual

interposed that, admitting this

movements upon

is

not attention.

is,

nothing to prove that the movements are originally
the simple effect of attention. There are three hypothconsciousness)

If

without perceptible ex-

brief,

and marked by the before mentioned

is

eses possible, namely

weak,

*

is

Translated from the German by

itKpk.
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aration of the sexes

the anthers in the one flower,

;

and the

styles in

Whether

this case is to

having, wasted away.

the other,

be explained simply by a

mission of selective action,

selection plaj's an active part,

But

us follow

let

it

is

another question.

When

further.

development

the course of the

re-

whether or not natural

of

the anthers, in

the species, have

wasted away and disappeared entirely, their filaments
still remain and, as is not infrequentlj' the case, are
of considerable length and strength.
Gradually, yet
very graduall)', these, in their turn, waste away, and
they are found in some classes comparativel}' long, in
others short, in others not at all, only appearing
occasionally in an individual flower as a reminder of
its

The

former, complete presence.

filament of the

no longer used but why should it be thereby
affected and suffer a retrograde growth
Its structure
has remained the same, the sap circulates within it
just as before, and flows to it just as much as it does

stamen

is

;

!

to the

flowers next to

it,

point of view the matter

is

or to the style.
easily explained.

From our
The stalk

stamen is not now a determining condition of
the permanence of the species in question natural
selection is no longer concerned with it, and it gradu-

of the

;

ally degenerates.

plainer and

Still

still

more elucidative are certain
Why have most of our

cases in the animal kingdom.

domestic animals

lost their

original color?

Plainly

because, under the protection of man, their color
of

or no importance to

little

open

the wilderness

life of

tection against pursuit

Quite similar
hair
for

is

it

;

hair

is

the case of the disappearance 0/ the

no longer

those

of importance.

which alone is sufficient to keep their huge bodies
warm.
An example of quite a different kind is furnished
by animals that conceal parts of their bodies in cases
and shells. Thus the hermit-crab thrusts the hind part
of its body into empty univalve shells, the larva; of
quivfer-flies

(Phryganidae) construct in the water cases

for themselves, in

limbed hind-parts

which they conceal the long, manyof their bodies, and the same is

true of the larvae of certain small butterflies of

tected parts of the body

is

soft

and whitish, that

tective mail of articulate anima,ls

One

chiefly brilliant, colors.
certain,

armor

and yet

of

and various, though

might, indeed, say,

crustaceans and insects had the 'fuiiciiini'"
soft internal parts from external in-

no function, for there
no activity involved. The role of the protective
covering depends simply upon its passive presence.
Whether the animal is protected by it against thrustsand bites, or whether such attacks never reach it, is
entirely immaterial to it and its permanence it loses
and gains nothing thereby, and its good condition is
not in the least dependent upon its being frequently
The fact of its having withdrawn
struck and bitten.
into the shell from such possible attacks, can, in no

jury, but in the true sense this is
is

:

way,

cause a retrogression of growth.

directl}'

mammals

Whales and

tective

does not

warmth

hair whether the

it

necessary and useful to the animal or not.
direct way, however,

the case

is

affect the

affords

is

In an in-

easily explainable.

As soon

as the development of an enormous blubber
beneath the hide of the whale, afforded a perfect protection

against

superfluous

with

it,

and

;

the cold,

the coat of hair

natural selection

is

If

armor has suffered a retrogression

became

no longer concerned
Should it

a retrogression of growth sets in.

be thought, perhaps, that the direct effects of the
water had caused the hair to disappear, we have only

mind the seals, the smaller kinds of which
have a thick fur, while the larger, as for example the
walrus, have only a few spare bristles on their skins
they, like the whale, having developed a blubber.
to call to

;

of

growth

exactly to the point to which the shell reaches, this in
its

turn can only be explained by the fact of

ered,

of the

a

of protecting the

undoubtedly descended from hairy ancestors, and an
examination by the microscope still shows, on some
parts of the body, rudimentary hairs in the skin.
It
is clear that the removal of the coat is not in any way

growth

in

incorrect, sense, that the protective

become unnecessary and unimportant

it

is,

without any particular coloring, while the parts that
project from the shell possess the usual, hard pro-

dolphins have a bare, hairless hide, although they are

the direct result of non-use, for

tlie

spinner-group, the so-called Psychids.
In all these cases we find that the skin of the pro-

therefore, in each of the three instances cited, the pro-

by their enemies.

— a phenomenon common among

whom

is

them whereas in the
formed a material pro-
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cern

its

having

to the parts cov-

and consequently natural selection could not conitself

longer with

The most

its

preservation.

striking illustrations, however, are fur-

nished us by colonizing insects and particularly by
The male and female ants have wings and use
atits.
them at certain periods of the year to rise high into
the air in great swarms.

Yet these male and female

ants form but a small portion of the population of an
ant community the principal part is composed of the
;

working-ants, the

common

wingless specimens.

They

wings, in the course of the development of their species, through non-use for they have
no occasion to fly, and in fact they would be exposed

have

lost their

;

to greater

dangers

in the air

than on the ground, and

that without having obtained any advantage therefor.

Their business is to procure sustenance, wood for
and everything to be found on the ground

building,

;

they have to feed the larvae and care for the young
to them alone belongs the responsibility of protecting
;
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the colon}- against the attacks of an enemy.
All these
duties confine them to the ground. In earlier periods,

when they gradually developed from

actual females,

they must have used their wings less and less, according as they devoted themselves more and more to the
exclusive

Here

performance

too,

it

the

of

above named duties.

growth in each individual and that this retrogression had been transmitted to the following generation
and had there, by further disuse, reached a higher
stage than before; and so on.
But in this we are confronted by a circumstance that admits of no evasion
of

compromise

not propagate
It is

the working-ants are

:

barren, they do

in

an individual case could be trans-

mitted to the following generation.
The disappearance of the wings admits only of the other explana;

the nations that live from the chase ex-

keenness of perception, hearing,
and smelling, than we possess; now this certainly does not depend alone upon the uninterrupted
use which in the individual life is exacted of these or
gans on the contrary it is innate.
Owing to our civilization, we have degenerated in this respect, and this
degeneration is due to panjnixy for a highly perfected
development of the senses no longer determines the individual welfare. We can earn our bread to-day just the
same, whether we have acute ears and delicate organs
of smell, or not.
Even keenness of sight is no longer
hibit a far greater

seeing,

;

a determining

the

factor in

struggle for existence.

Since the invention of spectacles keen-sighted individuals have scarcely any advantage, with regard to

.'

therefore impossible that the stage of retro-

gression reached

tion

Even to-day

;

seems, we could assume that the constant

disuse of the wings had caused a slight retrogression

or

COURT.

namely, the remission of the process of natural

selection from the

moment

the wings

become unne-

productive power, over near-sighted ones
not in the higher classes of society.
find so

many

near-sighted people

cient times a near-sighted

at

;

This

among

any rate

is

why we

us.

In an-

soldier or a near-sighted

general for that matter, would have been out of the
question, likewise a near-sighted hunter

;

in

fact, in

cessary and useless.
It might be asserted, perhaps,
that the wings had disappeared before the power to

almost every pursuit in

propagate was lost; but such an assumption must be
rejected upon very definite grounds, which I must
here omit to mention.
It might be brought forward that the barrenness of the working-ants is a
stumbling-block to our way of explanation
but it

have rendered advancement and comfortable existence
difficult, or have made it impossible.
Today this is
no longer the case the person of poor eyesight can
make his way as well as another and his near-sightedness, in so far as it is due to constitutional inheritance,
will be handed down to his descendants and will contribute towards making inheritable near-sightedness a
wide-spread symptom in certain classes of societ}-.
Near-sightedness, it is true, can also be acquired but

;

must not be forgotten

that

all

processes of natural se-

lection here take their course not directly in the working-ants but in their parents, the sexually-potent individuals of the colony.
In other words, the workingants are not a subject of natural selection themselves
;

but their parents are, in proportion as they bring forth
less perfect or

more perfect workers.

human

society near-sighted-

ness would have been a great hindrance, and would

;

it

is

then not inheritable.

to attribute the

In

my

wide prevalence

opinion,

we

are not

of near-sightedness to

the excessive straining of the eyes and their continual

We

might very appropriately term this phenomenon, which brings about the retrogression of an un-

the remission of natural selection in this quarter, for

necessary organ, universal crossing {panmixy), for the

we

principle of

isms are.

come

to be

this:

it is

that not only those individuals

propagated that possess the organ

in

ques-

use at short distances alone, but rather to panmixy, to
are as

Much

much

subjected to

its effect

as other organ-

could be said of the different ways in which

man

owing

tion at its point of greatest perfection, but that all do,

the physical constitution of civilized

quite irrespective of the fact whether in their case the

become impaired and will unLet us take
doubtedly continue to become more so.

organ

is at a high or low stage of development.
Phis process of panmixy must have been of great
significance in the development of the organic world,

and must be still for innumerable transformations were
and are going on, and they have by no means always
been progressive in their action, but very frequently
(as we have seen in the case of the parasites) retrogressive, and perhaps most frequentlj' of all, they were
both at the same time, progressive in one organ and
;

regressive

in another.

We

ourselves could hardly

have arrived at so high a stage of intellectual development, if we had not sacrificed a considerable share
of the physical powers of our primitive ancestors.

has,

to civilization itself,

the teeth; the art of dentistry has reached such a high

stage of perfection that one might almost prefer

arti-

At any rate no one need die
to day for lack of nourishment in consequence of bad
teeth, and the poorest teeth may be uninterruptedly
inherited by descendants without end.
Notwithstanding these facts, we need have no
ground to fear that the human race will, because of
its civilization, degenerate altogether. The corrective

ficial to

natural ones.

principle here lies in the

same process

that brings

about the decline of an organ from its original state
for plainly this decline can only continue so long as it
;
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does not impair the individual's capacity to exist

when

this point is reached, the selective

power

;

of na-

ture interferes and prevents a further degeneration.

But, following the instance given,
able that the percentage of those
ally

near-sighted will increase

the visual powers of the

human

it

who

are constitution-

however, that

not,

;

quite conceiv-

is
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at the softest rustling, the

not reason in this matter

The

sult of his

have hitherto spoken only of those functions of
non-use and the resultant
panmixy have suffered retrogression of growth the
same thing is true of our mental qualities. Nor is this
surprising, for every mental process is conditioned by
The relative size and complexity of
a physical one.
the brain is not all that determines the degree of intelligence every instinctive action of an animal presupposes a corresponding disposition of the nervous
system, which brings it about that a certain irritation
I

;

;

is

of

When

followed by a certain action.

tain instincts of an

non-use,

the

animal pass away

nerve-fibres

that

therefore cer-

in

consequence

effect

;

w'ith the other.

when some

habits

teresting

manner

sincrle instinct,

that retrogression

and, at the

same

may

affect

in-

only a

time, the animal will

in

how

mals as well as birds,

domestic animals,
all

wild animals,

flee instinctively;

of the

mam-

they are not

only extremely suspicious of every rustle, of every
smell, of every

but are
of

all

moving object within their field

of vision,

unceasingly on the alert for their safety, beasts

prey not excepted.

They

ho wever, through reflection

;

are not so consciously,

but unconsciously and in a

habits of the individual influence the

far the

that the
it is quite safe to assume
tame chickens, geese, and ducks, having lost
much of the instinct of flight possessed by their wild
ancestors, would never again fully acquire their original
timidity, even if placed under the guidance and pro-

young

of

tection of a wild parent from the beginning of their
lives on.

How

slowly this latent wildness, as

we may

call

disappears by domestication, is
Only since the
the case of the guinea-pig.

the instinct to

seen in

flee,

discovery of South America, almost four hundred
years ago, have these animals been introduced into
the household of man, and this period of time has not

flee,

them

sufficient to rid

of their natural

before in their lives
diately after birth.

;

and

this

is

true of

them imme-

In this instance, just as with the

different species of pheasants that

is

timidity.

every noise, and attempt to
even when they have never had a bad experience
start violently at

young are the

wildest.

have been domesti-

The

instinct of flight

quite fully inherited, and taming must

anew with each
grown animal
tribute, that

Most

in

degeneration, but

dividual
loss, in

confinement get rid of their

in

and flight. But the instinct is
them and it takes generations and

most part upon a remission of the selective power of
nature and upon the resulting, gradual degeneration
In this case it is indeed hard to say
of the instinct.

thereby.

Here belongs the

an eye

In higher ani-

it.

generations of confinement for this inborn timidity to
disappear.
My opinion is that this depends for the

remain, both in form and power, wholly unaffected

instinctive impulse to flee.

the immediate re-

timidity

of

cated, the

most

object drives against

deeply rooted

been

in a

purely instinctive

is
is

— instantaneously, just as we close

why animals

explains

They

sjstem is greatly degenerated.
There are instances, too, which show

the act

mals consciousness of course controls these instinctive
movements, that is, they may be suppressed, and this

A

—

;

rolling together

hearing the sound and takes place before

of the noise

likewise,

complete and universal physical degeneration is,
The
followed by a mental degeneration.
internal parasites which have lost their eyes, feelers,
legs, and masticatory organs, are mentally degenerate
quite natural of animals that can do nothing but lie
Their entire nervous
still and absorb sustenance.

waits a

the animal has had time to reflect upon the meaning

instinctive

must have previously wasted away. There
exists really no material contrariety between the fact
of the degeneration of physical organs and that of instincts and mental powers the one goes hand in hand
action,

ball,

long time before unrolling, and at the slightest suspicious sound rolls himself up again. The animal does

any people, or of any class in society, will sink from
For then individual existence
the present standard.
would be at stake, and the possessor of weak eyes
could no longer compete in the struggle for existence.
We have no need, therefore, to fear that our eyes will
ever completely degenerate like those of animals living in the dark and the parasites before mentioned
and the same thing is true of the enfeeblement of our
muscular powers and of our powers of endurance in

the body which through

wild bird takes to flight

hedge-hog which has been

taken unawares and rolled himself into a

with him.

general.

A

high degree instinctively.

race in general, or of

;

1^43

individual.

is

is,

in this

The tameness

commence
of the full-

instance an "acquired" at-

one acquired during the

life of

the in-

has not yet passed into the germinal constitution of the animal, or better it does not come
from a change in the germinal constitution, such as
;

it

:

must gradually occur through panmixy, but
just as

it

young, a

does

in

it

comes

the case of a wild animal captured

fox, a wolf,

a finch, or a

rat, all

may, to a certain extent, be tamed,
customed to the absence of enemies.
[To bt concluded.)

/.

e.,

of

which

made

ac-

1
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SELFISM
"

a

number

in that sphere,

if

gress in a vicious circle, to

realizable fact, proverbially grander than

Men and their Gods pass away, but still
am
I [Esol am Maker and End, I am God,

the absolutism of
Will."

and

of years past in separate publications,

in

at

home

first

all

fiction,

we

however, for this limitation, or delimitation, in that sphere we
it exposed

of Nature and human nature, based entirely on our present unexampled standpoint of Science and Philosophy, under the terra of
Hylo-Idealism or the Brain system of Mind and Matter. Any
thoughtful reader of these expositions must notice that this
solipsismal Monism arraigns the course of Nature herself as
practically capricious, changeful, and in very many respects, so
malignantly hostile to human, and indeed all sentient, welfare
and meliorism, as to be impossibly the design and "handiwork "
of an omnipotent, uncondi ioned, or absolute, and all-beneficent
personal Demiurge or Creator.* All Science and abstract synthesis, for ages past, indeed, negative animistic Dualism, and

ished by

indeed, there

For the

latter,

no linguistic expression whatsoever. All nomenclature invented to convey and embody animistic or "spiritual"
notions

is

is

derived from material ones.

Saint, Sanctity, Salvation,

Saviour, etc, for instance, refer only to organic soundness, health,
or

" well -faring."

(Breath) are the

human and

The terms "Soul"
same and even God (Khoda

hylic as

is

(Life)

or Lord)

and "Spirit"
is

as distinctly

Deus, or the Lustrous (Epiphanes).

It

must be noticed, parenthetically, how much more stress is laid in
the Revised Version of the Bible on the material theory of vitality
than in tl^e hitherto authorized Canon. The word Psyche is, in the
on

important occasions at least, rendered Life not
"Soul" though at bottom identical, as in Christ's dictum that
" all a man has he will give for his life."
Even though, as above

latter,

all

—

stated, "

Soul " is no true differentiation, being merely the AngloSaxon synonym of life and therefore a fictitious verbal distinction
only, not any real one.
Aninm, Pneuma is the same. Psyche
and Pneuma, I repeat, mean primarily and veridically merely
Vita,

or Life, or Breath, and only by a secondary and vicious

and misinterpretation comes to signify a donum divinum
superadded to, and dominating somatic organization. The term
gloss

Geist

is

etymologically one with Gas.

up
or somatology predicate the same immutable
K'lllnii i/self active, daedal,

to

the fatalities of Chance, Fortune, or Destiny, fatalities dimin-

to

dynamic anatomy

fact that

its own working-power by the intrusion of any
other substance or entity whatsoever.
The very i"s«ception is not
only logically inconceivable, but in its very i«ception contrary to

in rational or scientific

Science cuts both ways.

undreamt

of

m

earlier

the present epoch
it

experience of Nature,

is

It raises

giants

and

cruces of all kinds,

epochs of the world and thought, of which

the father, but

if

rightly handled

brings also the solution of the painful riddle

and guided,

has framed, as

it

James Watt held that Nature has her weak side if we can only
hit it.
And no solution of the crux can be more simple and convincing than this Autocosm extorted from the "charnel-house"
of Physics and Physiology.
It lands us, as I state in Life and
Mind, in the certainty, quite devoid of all conjecture, that all we
need aim at, as our summum bonum, our chief end on earth is not
to "glorify God and enjoy him forever," which is the Utopian
dream of oriental visionaries, but simply to retain, or recover,
perfect physical health, which includes mental and moral sanity

—

the seat of which, as of

supreme hemispheres

all

other sensation and thought

of the Brain.

In seeking after

is

in

the

God we

That end attained all and
everything is well.
Happiness and Life, zest which alone renders
Existence worth having, is the equivalent of the normal Hedonism
of healthy, bodily function, and more than which Existence hasnot to impart.* The abnormal rapture and consolations of all
Religions betoken, and are the symptoms of physiological conreally are only

fathoming the

ditions corresponding to such

Self.

pathological states as Calenture,

Mirage, and other forms of neurotic deliration and Narcosis,
the Alcoholism

known

f

Even

"the Horrors" or
"Delirium Tremendous," when uncomplicated by pronounced
hepatic derangement, is not unfrequently, at least paroxysmally,
attended by pleasurable and grandiose symptoms. Just as the
raptures of saints and martyrs have their paroxysms and reactions
of despondency, doubt, despair, horror, and other visions of Inferno.
Robert Lewins, M. D.
London, Eng.
to British

soldiers

as

PRODUCTION AND LAND-OWNERSHIP.
To the Editor

Matter has

or creative energy and thus requires no

advances

all

resolvable ultimately into tW/'-experience or knowledge.

All primordial scientific

syntaxes, from the attraction of Gravitation

discard

Eii revanche,

are supreme as the fabulous classic Pantheon, only like

altogether, of a second substance or/jc'«</tf-Spirit.

real proto sober,

causes or Eschatology and find ourselves

only in Relativism and Phenomenalism.

the pages chiefly of the yotinml of Science, Natural Refornur, and
Agnostic Journal, I have been laboring to expound a new theorem

demonstrate unmistakably the truth of Monistic Materialism, /. c,
the universality of Matter and its function, to the exclusion

definite

unrestrained by the Phenomenalism

and exact Science, we may gyrate, without
all eternity.
But if confined

of inductive

:

I

For

and

limits

= PAN-ONTISM.

The Open Court

The imaginary has no

paper, being contained in Selfism.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of

COURT.

Dr.

Court

o/The Open Court

Wood

:

returns to the charge in No. io6 of

The Open

with a criticism entitled "Wheelbarrow's Heresy"; and

supplementing of

reasoning inversely, as his habit seems to be, pretends to see some

the very elements of reason.

"George Theory" in my article on "Convict Labor" printed in
No. 105 of The Open Court. By the orthodox tone of Dr. Wood,
" I differ with
I recognize a controversial friend who used to say

It

is

an heirloom from primitive

Medicine-men in the agriological stage of our race. Animals
develop from plants and mineral earth, as Modern Chemistry
abundantly proves, since Wohler's artificial manufacture of C/rea
sixty years ago.

No separate vital principle differentiates the

organic

from the inorganic and the Chemistry of the former is now
recognized merely as that of carbon compounds.
Thus Science
compels us to regard man and ultimately the Self-unit as only
sentient (innervated)

ready speculatively
life

Bishop Butler's

"

inorganic substance— as indeed

in Genesis,

or need for such

— all

without

'

soul" or

stated

God

Pan-ontism, as stated in the

al-

or future

title to this

Analogy," the most profound defense of Revelation in
any language, is quite nullified by this arrangement of " Nature," which is
itself only a mental concept like all else— a "think," not a " thing."
HyloIdealism is only an expansion of the later Nominalism (Conceplualism).
*

:

you

matter and that puts yoM prima facie in the wrong."
Because I claim that every man should work in order that

in this

our comforts
that claim

may be

multiplied.

to the

wisdom

Dr.

Wood

concludes that by

way

of reaching the reThis begs the question, for the dispute between us is about
the means to accomplish the desired end.
Dr. Wood assumes
that because I wish to see a sufferer cured of typhoid fever, I must
I

testify

of his

sult.

* President Carnot, at the recent opening of the Parisian Exhibition, takes
tliis Hygienic view of the real character of our century.
He sums up the
''
present standpoint of civilization in the formula
Human Life lengthened,
mortality diminished," thus elevating Hygiene, or State Medicine, into the
:

throne,

now

vacant, once occupied by Religion.

1 It will be remembered
that the apostolic frenzy at the Pentecostal Doscent of the " Holy Ghost " was confounded, by indifferent outsiders, witli

that of vinous inebriation.
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therefore favor the remedies prescribed by Dr.

may

fact, I

Wood, when, in
make the

believe that his treatment of the case will

patient worse instead of better.

Wood

Dr.

"no

it

trouble to

show goods,"

a lot of remnants which have
been in stock for ages, such as "comforts and necessities are
drawn from the great storehouse of nature " "by labor acting upon
raw material wealth is produced "; " without access to the raw materials furnished by the earth, labor must cease to exist"; and
much Bunsbeyism of the same sort. I am ponderously told that
after inspecting those remnants I shall be "forced to admit that
the right to live, the right to labor and produce being granted, it
also follows that the right to land upon which to labor and to live
;

self-evident."

am

I

not sure that

the sheep which
right to labor, "

I

I

have " the right

slay for food

and

I

must do

;

but

my

I

am

when

any more than
I have " the

to live,"

certain that

fellow-men the justice to say

they have never abridged that right. In

fact,

they have never been

have enjoyed the right of working twelve, fourteen,
or sixteen hours a day.
"The right to labor," in my case, has
been too generously given.
Was it by inadvertence or design that Dr. Wood, while insisting upon my right " to live, to labor, and to produce," omitted
to mention my right to own?. If he answers that the "right to
land upon which to labor and to live," includes the rest, I reply
The negro slaves had the right to land on which
that it does not.
It was a worthless right.
What I contend for
to live and labor.
is the right to land upon which to labor and to live, to ouut and to
"
enjoy.
The " George Theory denies me the right to own,

jealous

"

I

God has made man

a land-animal," says Dr.

Wood, "inca-

pable of existing elsewhere, and an all-wise intelligence would

man

Moines.
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Mrs. Allen carried a sensitive religious conscience into
even into cookery. In that virtue she excelled all

everything,

other

appears to think

and he spreads upon the counter

is

COURT.

how

women.

to

do not think that any other woman ever knew

I

cook a venison steak, and cook

tion of her crab-apple sauce

My

work

that country,

in those

and

"glad

right

it

;

;

while the recollec-

a perpetual feast to me.

me

to travel a

often stopped at Allen's,

I

welcomed with three cheers
formal

is

days caused

no

good deal across
I was always

where

shake of the hand, and a

flip-flap

see you," but three actual cheers that shook the

to

leaves off the trees in "Allen's Grove."

And then

the best of

and such butter and cream as the city
millionaire cannot buy for money.
I dare not mention the size
and flavor of the vegetables because if I should mention them, I
should not be believed. Allen was a devout man, and gave thanks
Always before retirto God in a frank, sincere, and manly way.
ing for the night the household united with him in prayer, and
" Oh Lord, we thank thee that thou hast
this is what he prayed
we thank thee that alcast our lot in this howling wilderness
though the buffalo is getting scarce, the elk is abundant on the
prairie, and the deer tollable plentyin the timber we thank thee
for the Boone river meandering through the grove we thank thee
for stocking it with fish of good quality, and that we have no
trouble in getting a mess of pickerel or black bass, and occasionally a trout."
Here was aland-animal who religiously believed
that all other land-animals, and water-animals for that matter,
were created merely to be his prey but the elk, the deer, the
pickerel, and the trout were of a different opinion, and might reasonably claim the benefit of the argument from adaptation.
It is a melancholy delusion that by abolishing the private
ownership of land production will be increased and the comforts
of life multiplied.
The opposite result must follow, and for that
everything,

fish,

venison,

:

;

;

;

;

Divinity too

called the "George
I oppose the fantastic speculation
Theory." It is merely a claim refuted by the history of centuries
and by all the facts of civilization. Without the right or hope of
ownership there is no stimulus to production. Where individual

for

reward

never have subjected

to certain conditions

without at the

same time furnishing him with the right and means of compliance." How does Dr. Wood know all that ? Is he a Doctor of
?
I do not venture upon the theology of the question
do not understand it, but admitting that Dr. Wood knows all
about it, he proves too much. If God has made man a land-animal, has he not made the deer a land-animal also ? And what
right has one land-animal to deprive another land-animal of land ?
Every other land-animal asserts the same inheritance from God.

I

make the same claim to the sea. One claim
good as the other. God made the sea, says the whale, for
Who shall contradict him ? Are not all the "conditions" of

The water-animals
is

as

me.
his

argument there

The

all

?

buffalo claims that the land-animal

man

has tortured and

disfigured the land with plows, and harrows, and spades, instead of

leaving

He

it

undefiled and beautiful as

says, the "all-wise intelligence

them with grass for me.
and supplied the grass.

me

it came from the hand of God.
made these plains and covered

He has adapted me to grazing
He would not do that without

conditions
furnishing

The red Indian land-animal denies
that, and asserts that God made the plains as hunting-grounds for
him, and furnished the game in the shape of buffalo. The Cauthe right of enjoyment.

casian land-animal denies the rights of both, and says that the fertility

of the soil proves that

has sense enough to plow

We

are on perilous ground

it

God made
and plant

when we

the land for the
it

man who

with cabbages and corn.

declare the purposes of God.

In the early settlement of Iowa there lived on the

Allen.

is now called Webster
knew him well, Horatio, a

what

river in

I

county, a frontiersman

Boone

named

fellow of infinite jest, of most

He was a brave, kind, hospitable, honest man,
Nimrod, "a mighty hunter before the Lord." He had a
wife to correspond, a mother in Israel blessed in the memory of
all travelers who have stopped at her house on their way forward and
backward across that part of Iowa. We had to stop there, for it
was the only place to stop between the Iowa river and the Des-

exquisite fancy.

and

like

reason

is

danied, individual exertion ceas5s.

Men

will

not culti-

vate land without security of tenure, and the best security

ownership.

This

is

the supreme inspiration of agriculture.

is

To

number of land-owners
Mr. George's detoward the primitive state of man.
It was the law for thousands of years, and it
It is not new.
is yet the law among the barbarous tribas in Africa, America, and
Australia. It yielded slowly to the law of evolution, but it yielded,
and its resurrection is impossible. By this law the hunter gives
way to the shepherd, and the shepherd yields to the ploughman.
Man developed from the savage state where all the lands and animals were owned in common, to the pastoral state, where flocks
and herds were private property, and from the pastoral state to
the higher civilization of agriculture, wherein the title to the very
land itself was given to the farmer as an inducement for him to
increase production I desire to increase the

instead of abolishing land-owners altogether.
sign

is

a reaction

cultivate the soil.

From game

sheep was a great advance, from a forest of

to

doubtful food to a land flowing with milk and honey, was a beneficent emigration.

The phrase

poetically pictures a land rich in

grass for cattle and flowers for bees.

appreciate

its

value.

From

Only

a pastoral people could

a land of milk and honey to a land of

corn, and wine, and oil, was a more beneficent emigration still.
It was an advance to agriculture and the private ownership of
land.
This law of evolution is visible in the allegory of Cain and
Abel was a " keeper of sheep," but Cain was " a tiller of
Abel.
It is the law.
the ground." Pasturage is overcome by tillage.
The man who can earn his dinner from a yard of land must have
the land in preference to him who requires for his dinner a territory long and wide as a sheep's ramble, or a stretch of land equal
The scheme of confisto the reach of an arrow from his bow.

THE OPEN
Henry George and his disciples, if seriously
attempted, would countermarch humanity and turn mankind from
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RETROGRESSION A CONDITION OF EVOLUTION.

cation as advanced by

progress backwards towards poverty.

MR. CONANT'S CASE AGAIN.
The Open Court
G. Conant will send me his address, I

To the Editor of
If Mr.

for

he

J.

will see all

of " Progress and Poverty,"

through

for August 29th.

Had

will

he

the land speculators

read

;

are hold-

same taxes as he paid on land of the same value, whether
not, he would be still resting under his own vine and
Most of us hold, that the man who corners wheat and
thereby increases the cost of bread, injures us. But even the man
who corners wheat benefits the wheat producer and stimulates
production by raising prices
But speculation for a rise in land
exactly the

improved or
roof-tree.

leads to less food and less production of all kinds.
The man who
" corners " a piece of unimproved land, to the extent of his corner,
all

production.

He

injures us without

any compensating

single-tax

men

seek

is

merely

to see that

this land

speculator should no longer escape his fair share of taxation.

both city and country he has shouldered

it

off

paying his own score for a while.
In the
prevents the production of houses
and thereby crowds people like cattle in the country he prevents

him

Let

ers.

cities this

try

vacant

lot speculator

;

For these " bounties " we have been rewarding him by exempting his wild country land from all taxation
and taxing the city lots lightly as " agricultural land," while he
holds them idle.
What we ask, in brief, is that two men owning
land of equal value pay the same taxes, whether the one is used
and the other is idle or not.
We do not ask that the men who injure the community by
land speculation shall be punished for it, but we do ask in the
name of justice that our legislative Solons shall stop rewarding
them at our expense. In most counties of this state and adjoining
states a man's taxes are raised if he paints his barn. Whom does he
injure in painting it ? If, two farmers owning land of equal area,
fertility, and value, one is idle, neglects his fences, allows thistles
and weeds to grow in the fence-corners, his houses and barns to
decay, and his stock run wild, and the other is industrious, thrifty,
keeps things in apple-pie order, and improves his stock and surroundings, we all know that the last - named pays the most
the production of food.

taxes.

But why
a crime

?

Is

?

it

Are criminals so rare that industry must be made
wise to fine a

man

for

Waen

thrift?

injurious

dogs increase too much, we tax them to reduce their number.
Unless we have too many houses, let us stop taxing men for making them, or stop calling them improvements.
In every growing
community the value of the land (as distinct from all improvements) increases with the growth of the population, with the arrival
of every

immigrant, with the birth of every child.

provement, public or private, adds

to

it.

It is

Every im-

a value, due, not

that our

understand

if I

German

friend and his

use of the word Retrogression

—

in evolution, is

it

going back to

the antithesis or negation of

it is

and becomes a frog, it is
So with the Kiwi or
wood-ostrich it was evolved from a reptile or a lower form of
animal life which had claws or wings. In the process of evolution
these, being no longer necessary, were dropped.
Now if a Kiwi
could be found with wings, or something like the wings of its ancestors, this would be retrogression.
In the case of the eyeless fish
a tadpole loses

its tail

not a case of retrogression but of evolution.
;

it is

If

when It becomes blind, bebecomes better adapted to its environment.
cave a fish should be found with eyes, this

not retrogression but evolution

cause by this means

now

in the

it

Mamouth

would be retrogression, that

is if

the ancestors of these blind fish

ever did have eyes, as that would be going back to original forms.

Losing a

member

when

of the body,

that

member

To

retain a

not retrogression but evolution.

has served

its

purpose, that

[On

not necessary,

is

member

after

it

retrogression.

is

Toledo, Ohio.

In

on citizens and farm-

When

evolution.

is

advantage.

What we

me

to

in their

original or lower forms of life
it

The Open

who

seems

wrong

Retrogression,

be pleased

will

ing land for a rise near Mr. Conant's home, been compelled to pay

prevents

It

translator are

brains and pluck that burns in-Mr. Conant's letter in

Court

I

etable Life."

same indignation against taxing

the

it

if

:

say a word in regard to the article which appears in'
your issue of August 29th, on " Retrogression in Animal and Veg-

:

him a copy

to send

The Open Court

To the Editor of

May

Wheelbarrow.

K. G. Jennings.

which Mr. Jennings has taken his
illustrations, Prof. Weismann states, explicitly, that "the retrogression of organs which have become superfluous is a condition of
the very page from

progression in the organic world

"

in

;

other words, that the retro-

gression of parts, in adaptation to environment,

a condition of

is

There may be a retrogres-

the evolution of the organism entire.

sion of a part and an evolution of the whole

as well as an evoluand a retrogression of the whole. The tadpole, losing
his tail, becomes a frog. This is an evolution [sic!] of the tadpole,
but a retrogression, indubitably, of the tail.
So with the Kiwi.
His evolution to his present form is indeed dependent upon the
;

tion of a part

loss of his wings.

retrogression of the
that
call

it

is

Nor does Prof. Weismann say that this is a
Kiwi ; he says, and with perfect correctness,
Mr. Jennings may choose to
an evolution it may be

a retrogression of the wings.

the loss of an eye, in eyeless

fish,

;

But Prof. Weismann, a man "
looking before and after, " skillfully evades

of a

possibility of a controversy that has no scientific significance,

and

with reference to the fish.
large discourse,

this

what with reference to the eye it really is namely, a retroThere is nothing fixed or immobile in the
word retrogression, that will make it apply to an organism entire
and not to an organ. Retrogression expresses, naturally, anything that retrogrades, and Prof. Weismann uses it in this sense
calls

it

;

gression of the eye.

in

the essays that follow

;

be

it

a retrogression that conditions the

highest evolutionary form of existence, or be

a retrogression

it

that involves the complete structural transformation of an animal,

leading

cean

it,

life

from a high form of crustaan almost unrecognizable egg-sack. Apply Mr. Jen-

as in the internal parasite,
to

ning's definitions to the crustacean parasites.

an animal "better adapted

to

its

makes

All loss that

environment"

The

crustacean parasite loses everything, almost,

loses

its

is

evolution.

that

it

has

;

it

any one individual, but is drawn equally from all.
by the community, that we hold the
community should draw when funds are needed for public purposes before we take from any one any portion of his earnings as
an individual.
Hence, we ask you to exempt entirely from taxation all im-

of adaptation to the conditions of existence, or evolution

provements,

undoubtedly, in Mr. Jennings's words, a "going back to lower

to the efforts of
It is

from

this value, created

products of industry, and abolish poverty by adopting the single-tax on land values.
all

Yours respectfully,
Philadelphia, Pa.

J.

Atkinson.

its legs, feelers,

mark

eyes

all

would seem that the very boundary
host and parasite were undiscoverable.

is

forms," or retrogression.

may seem

is

;

always possible.

the segmenta-

vanish

:

until

;

it

of individuality separating

Here

a perfect instance

Consequently, evolution

specious reasoning

specious reasoning

;

of Crustacea, disappears

head, stomach, intestines, the buccal cavity,

This

W.

protective covering,

tion of the body, the characteristic

is

;

and

retrogression..

but in a distinction of words,

—

/"i/"''
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THE OPEN COURT.
The

BOOK REVIEWS.

follow

contents of the Reviiv Philosophique for September are as
'

s

in

:

'

—

L'esthetique contemporaine la Mimique dans le systeme
" Philosophes espagnols— Gomez

des Beaux-Arts," Ch. Benard

Heute und Einst, in Religion und Gesellschaft.
Dr. F. Slaudingcr.
Leipzig: H. G. Findel.

By

SoNsT,

pamphlet entitled " Formerly, Now, and To Come
and Society " is a popular exposition of the thoughts
that form the content general of the author's larger work, " Die
Gesetze der Freiheit," of which one volume only has appeared
and of which three are to follow. " People must be educated to
Socialism," reads the motto, "and their education must begin
upon the basis of existing conditions " First Dr. Staudinger attacks belief dependent on authority and opposes to it the belief
that comes of reason
He will not hear that the masses are unThis

little

in Religion

prepared for the reception of the

latter,

but points

the lives of

to

who are, and says that others are not less capable. Then he
examines Religion, Christianity in particular, and finds that the
those

latter creed

has

left

us one heritage

within and not without.

Morality

is

:

perfection

that trus

Pereira,"

M. Guardia

J.

sociales, " (Concluded),

lies

a bringing of the life-inter-

more perfect agreement with the
perfection in human community
The conditions are personal and miterial first,
love and deeds second, knowledge, education, and

;

"Categories logiques

;

Analyses

G. Tarde.

et

et

institutions

comptes rendus.

Notices bibliographiques. (Felix Alcan, publisher, io8. Boulevard

Saint-Germain, Paris.)
" In this essay {God and the Universe, by James W. Stillman
Boston: J. S. Atkins, 30 Broomfield St.) says the author, "we
propose to consider the alleged existence of a Supreme Being and
;

Mr

the theistic hypothesis of creation."

Stillraan's

argument

popularly presented, and although purely formal, does not

But

metaphysical abstruseness.

is

into

fall

refuting the hypothesis of

in

creation Mr. Stillman confines himself to the overthrow of theological

dogmas respecting the same, and does not consider the

idea

the universal, and scientific standpoint.

of creation from

Mr.
whole problem of the existence
of God and the origin of the Universe is entirely above and beyond
Stillman's conclusion

the scope of the

that the

'

is,

'

human -intellect.

ests of the individual into ever

interests of all the world
is

the ideal.

truthfulness,

:

;

In the union of the interest of of self with the

organization.
terest of

;

human

all, lies

the corner-stone of the

New

Then

Ideal.

in-

follows

the "Critique of the Present. " a review of social misery and the

weakness, practical and theoretical, of the fabric that makes

persons of unshaken Christian
generating

;

The soul," it is said
its own requirements,

well whose springs

Spirit of Truth,"

whatever form or guise
Reason,

" exposition

!

It is

this great teacher of

to the munificent

original of those

has carried a

'

'

Free

our duty to send a guard of honor to meet

Holiness at the wharf and to pay public thanks

purchaser

many

who

will give us the

chance

to see the

copies in which, in however poor guise,

spirit of love

and piety

into

it

the households of our

land."

demand

that this master-piece be

made an

it

brings to us, instead of

it

Superstition,

is

" is

it

its

exhibition conclude the article.

Ernest K-nauff's instructive remarks on Pen Drawing for Phoa drawing by D. Requier from

We

The

Hebert's Rabelais

are glad to see that Edith

more freedom and

is

artists,

particularly

Scannell's drawings have

variety of expression than usual.

colored print

"A

Mr. Herttell

To

him,

e. d. c.

In-

:

exposition of in-

will reject religion in
it is

cannot be Science.

the antithesis of

Mr. Herttell's

— the

representation of an historical idea, the accident of a period

mere
but

;

comprehensive sense, a dwelling upon the relations of things, an outcome, " a weapon," as Prof Bender calls it,
"in the struggle for existence," we have not a word. Yet this
criticism cannot be advanced without restriction, for we believe
that Mr. Herttell intentionally limits his discussion to the immedi-

of religion in

its

and blind

belief that face us.

NOTES.
soon present to the readers of The
Open Court another series of articles on the phenomena of double

M. Alfred Binet

will

consciousness.

The
of this

researches of Dr. Luys, summarized in the opening essay

number, well

illustrate the

tendency of modern science

un-

:

the

be hoped that the prediction
of Dr. Luys with reference to the science of hypnotism, when
realized, will bear out the comparison drawn from alchemy and
chemistry, astrology and astronomy.
resolution of the mysterious.

It is to

whose communication regarding his system
we publish in our present issue, is the propounder of
Our
the so-called theory of Hylo-Idealism or Auto-Centrism.
readers will find the fuller exposition of Dr Lewins's doctrine in
Life and Mind On the Basis of Modern
his interesting little work
Science" (Watts & Co., London) a work which we shall review
Dr. Robert Lewins,

of philosophy

:

'

is

"an

mainly directed against Christianity

'

Rustic Scene after Veyressat,"

usually pretty in design and harmonious in color.

is

ex-

owner being obliged to resort to trickery to ensure its admission.
Theodore Child concludes his interesting accounts of the Paris
Exposition with a particular description of the Jewellry in which
he says that Tiffany of New York excels all others in originality
and variety of design. The French, he says, in order to rival them
have "aimed simply at perfection." This would not be an unworthy aim for our artists to unite with their efforts after originality and beauty.
Some interesting notes on the Ceramics of the

togravure are well illustrated by reproductions from various

own soil, in the Infinite All,
Happy they who have found

by Thomas Herttell (Boston

appears

it

Custom House and placed on the

Free List by right of the blessing

needs to be supplied from a

its

of 86 pages,

ate dangers of serving hypocrisy

Let us at least

ception to the petty rules of the

good.

pamphlet

fidelity or religious unbelief."

of art.

inclined to answer in the spirit of Socrates,

it

rests.

— on the hill of
"prayer" betaken here as defined on p. 1811 of The
Open Court, this passage contains an ethical truth.

light the absurdity of

Duty ? " we feel
of Duty
No.

one place, "is not capable of

If

"The

our restrictions on the importation of works
In answer to the question " Will it be admitted Free of

deeper than

in

that those springs have an outlet in their hearts

prayer."

vestigator Office), a

The Art Amnlciir for September has some remarks on the
coming of Millet's Angelus to America, which place in a strong

lie

namely, upon which that soul

and contains many beautiful

faith,

"

passages.

it

whereof the conclusion is that private ownership of land
must be abolished and a social organization substituted in its stead.
But Dr. Staudinger differs from the popular reformers of the day
as to the methods by which the social idea is to be realized. " The
Social Organization," and "The Way to the End," concluding
chapters in which the outlines of his scheme are sketched, form
the most interesting and instructive parts of the work.

possible

We have received from the Purdy Publishing Co., of Chicago,
an attractive little pamphlet called " Selections from the Writings
of George MacDonald, or, Helps for '^ffeary Souls," compiled by
Mr. J. Dewey. It is a book eminently adapted as a companion to

—

later in

our columns.
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school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the school room a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gloom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine •ill be
monthly review of current events, civil
:ientific inventions, discoverie
trial problf
etc.

be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
We have entered into arrangements with all the
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
new and prospective publications, and the Reviews
will he made by competent critics.
Still another feature, and a very important one

Another feature

will
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